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The phenomenon of podcasting has grown considerably in its short life time.  While many 

are just becoming exposed to this new medium, its impact upon society and culture can already 

be observed.  With podcasting scarcely two years old, important questions arise about its past, 

and its perceived future.  Where did this medium come from?  How did podcasting gain such 

widespread support?  And why is the field of education looking towards podcasting as the next 

technological tool to expand upon student learning?  What is next for podcasting?  These 

questions are central to understanding this new medium's potential, and the history behind 

podcasting.

History of Podcasting

The initial concept of what would evolve into podcasting was drafted by Tristan Louis in 

October of 2000 (Wikipedia, 2006, History of Podcasting, ¶ 1).  The concept proposed the 

theoretical framework for amending the RSS (Really Simple Syndication) specification to distribute 

data files (Wikipedia, 2006, Tristan Louis, Contributions section, ¶ 2).  Dave Winer, an author of 

the RSS format, developed the technical specifications for a new element called “enclosure” that 

would pass the URL of a media file to a RSS aggregator for download (Wikipedia, 2006, Dave 

Winer, Contributions section, ¶ 1).  Adam Curry helped develop and promote the medium 

(Wikipedia, 2006, Adam Curry, Podcasting section, ¶ 1), creating the first podcast, the Daily 

Source Code in August, 2004 (Newitz, 2005, ¶ 8).  Curry, along with Ron Bloom, started the 

company PodShow, dedicated to helping people learn how to podcast, publish podcasts, and find 

podcasts to enjoy (Wikipedia, 2006, PodShow, ¶ 1).

Podcasting: Definition and Growth

Initially considered as a niche medium for audioblogging, podcasting's influence has had a 

profound impact upon society in the digital age.   The medium has grown exponentially from a 

dozen podcasters to thousands, if not tens of thousands, in the span of one and a half years.  How 

did such a new technology spread so rapidly?  In truth, podcasting doesn't utilize any new 

technology.  It combines a lot of pre-existing technologies (blogs, RSS feeds, media files) and 

uses them in a single, unique package (Feinglos, 2005, ¶ 7).



So what is a podcast?  The word podcast itself is a blending of the words “iPod” and 

“broadcast” (Feinglos, 2005, ¶ 2).  By definition, a podcast is “a digital recording of a radio 

broadcast or similar program, made available on the Internet for downloading to a personal audio 

player” (New Oxford American Dictionary, 2006, ¶ 1).  In essence, a podcast is a pre-recorded 

media file (typically in the MP3-format) that can be downloaded and transported to almost any 

player, or any computing platform.  At its core, podcasting is flexible medium that allows its 

creator an unparalleled level of freedom and personal expression.  This personal and engaging 

medium is extremely versatile, and features a unique, automatic delivery mechanism that pushes 

its content instantly to an audience with minimal interaction.  The automatic delivery method is 

accomplished by simply providing your favorite media aggregation program with a podcast's RSS 

feed link.  It is this effortless content pushing mechanism, combined with a podcast's ability to 

reach listeners on a personal, and even spiritual level, that have enabled it to grow into such a 

widespread phenomenon.  A testament to its success, podcast was made the word of 2005 by the 

New Oxford American Dictionary, and will be added to its next online version update in 2006 (New 

Oxford American Dictionary, 2006, ¶ 1).

Podcasts vs. Streaming Media

At first glance, podcasts might appear no different than today's streaming media. 

However, there are important differences that make each of these media unique.  The table below 

summarizes each media's strengths and weaknesses.

Podcasts vs. Streaming Media

Podcasts Steaming Media

● Requires a live Internet connection once 
to download content.  Content can then 
be played back without Internet access.

● Requires a live Internet connection for 
any type of content playback

● The user choses when to listen to 
content.

● The user choses when to listen to 
content.

● Content IS transferable to portable MP3-
based audio players or other devices 
that support the MP3-file format.

● Content is NOT transferable to portable 
media players.

● Live content is NOT available. ● Live content is available via the Internet.

(Wikipedia, 2006, Podcasting, ¶ 1-5)



After reviewing the table, podcasting's greatest strength comes from its portability.  Ironically it is 

this level of portability that entices some educators to embrace podcasting, and other educators to 

fear this new technology.

Podcasting in Education: Divided Opinion

Podcasting is primarily being used and tested at the college and university level, though 

some high schools and even younger levels of education are pursuing this new technology's use. 

New technologies introduced into the classroom often yield differing opinions, and podcasting is 

no exception.  Yet perhaps for the first time since the Internet entered classrooms, this new 

technology could eliminate the need for the standard classroom.  It is this concern that has drawn 

the ire of podcasting opponents in the field of education.

Educators fear that podcasted material will cause students to “skip lectures altogether, 

leaving professors with empty classrooms and undergraduates without the critical student-teacher 

dynamic” (Knight, 2006, ¶ 11).  It also raises an important philosophical question about 

intellectual property: Who owns classroom content? Is it the professor, the university or a 

combination of both (Knight, 2006, ¶ 16)?  Without discussions, the student-teacher dynamic, or 

without knowing who owns the content, many educational institutions are hesitant to develop 

podcasting program initiatives of their own.

Despite these fears, some educational institutions and faculty have begun to embrace this 

new medium and the benefits it provides, believing it to be the future of education.  Podcasts are 

computer platform independent, quick, and cost-effective technology (Duerst, 2006, ¶ 10).  In 

many cases, free and/or open source software can create professional sounding podcasts on an 

existing computer,  leaving the microphone, or possibly the salary of the voice-over narrator, as 

the only initial cost to start developing a podcasting initiative at a school.  Podcasts are time 

efficient for educators, reducing the need to repeatedly state the same material (Knight, 2006, ¶ 

9).  Students no longer have to feverishly write down notes, expanding their role in class 

discussions and general participation (Rosenbaum, 2006, ¶ 7).  Other instructors have decided to 

supplement their existing material with recorded audio from classmate s, allowing for a type of 

peer review (Gonzalez, 2006, ¶ 14).



As time elapses, more educational institutions seem to be adopting the new medium of 

podcasting.  And thanks to the efforts of developers like Apple, the podcasting revolution has only 

begun.

Podcasting in Higher Education: iTunes U

Apple's family of portable players, the iPod, became the primary listening device for 

podcasts.  While podcasts can be played on almost any device that supports the MP3-format, two 

factors made  the iPod the portable player of choice for podcasts.  The widespread popularity of 

the extremely successful iPod was one such factor, and even helped name the term podcast.  And 

when Apple introduced version 4.9 of their iTunes music software, it came with podcast directory 

searching and the ability to effortlessly sync these podcasts with your iPod.  And as the medium of 

podcasting spread, so did the imagination of the developers and engineers at Apple.

In January of 2006, Apple introduced iTunes U (University).  A pilot program chartered with 

six universities (among them Duke, Drexel University's School of Education, Stanford University, 

and the University of Michigan's College of Dentistry), it provides students, faculty and staff, with 

access to podcasts of lectures and other digital media (video, animation clips) that can be utilized 

in the classroom (Rosenbaum, 2006, ¶ 3).  iTunes U is a free, hosted service for colleges and 

universities that promises to provide easy to use access to educational content.  iTunes U can be 

customized to use any university's colors, logos, and photography, allowing it to appear like a 

university site, yet function like iTunes.  Existing learning management systems such as WebCT 

and Blackboard can also be used in conjunction with iTunes U.  Administrators and faculty have 

full control over how your institution's content is distributed.  iTunes U can be configured for full 

public access (as Stanford University has chosen to do), restricted to a username and password 

combination, or contain a mixed selection of available content (Apple Computer, iTunes U,2006). 

Stanford University has currently opted to offers its content for public access.  Anyone 

wishing to view this unique opportunity can visit http://itunes.stanford.edu/ on any computer that 

has iTunes installed on it.  Stanford has divided its iTunes U interface into six different sections, 

showcasing a wide variety of content that caters to many different interests.  These content 

sections include:

http://itunes.stanford.edu/


● “Heard on Campus” which contain interviews and speeches around the campus

● “Global Issues” contain into four multidisciplinary initiatives about Arts/Creativity, 

Environment, Human Health, and International Issues

● “Music” features performances by Stanford students, faculty, staff, alumni, and artists in 

residence

● “Faculty Lectures” contain a myriad of course material across the disciplines

● “Sports” feature the latest sporting news and broadcasts of previous events

● “Books and Authors” contain discussions about works of literature from faculty, staff, 

students, alumni, and more

With so much content and freedom available, iTunes U has great potential to bring podcasting into 

the realm of education in ways never thought possible.

Podcasting is Important to Education

Never before has a medium such as podcasting provided such an accessible resource for 

teacher and student alike.  The technology is extremely cheap and cost effective.  Podcasts 

require the following basic elements for their creation :

● A computer (Windows, MAC, or Linux) with a sound card that contains a microphone jack

● Audio recording software that can save in the MP3-format (sometimes pre-installed with 

the operating system) 

● A microphone (USB microphone preferred)

● Engaging content material

Placing a podcast online for retrieval requires a bit more knowledge, but there are many program 

that can create the data needed by filling out some basic information.  To have a podcast 

accessible to the world, it requires:

● Internet storage space such as a website or web server

● Internet connection to upload/download content

● Very basic knowledge of web page creation and RSS feed creation (free and open source 

software can create these documents automatically with just a few pieces of information)



With the exception of having higher or lower sound quality on your preferred playback 

device, the podcast will sound the same, and is not effected by the use of different computer 

platforms.  Podcasts are extremely portable,  allowing the flexibility to learn at one's own pace. 

Absences from class for any reason no longer represent a lost learning opportunity, for podcasts 

provide unlimited review of material, no matter your location.  Podcasts represent a prime 

example of a reusable learning object, for once a podcast has been created, it can be shared with 

anyone.  Just as one small candle can light a thousand, candles, one podcast can teach thousands 

of students effortlessly.

In today's fledgling world of online and distance education, podcasting can become an 

important factor of proving that online learning is a viable method.  Using podcasts as audio 

commentary, class discussions, and peer assignment review can provide the sense of classroom 

environment and community that is currently missing from online and distance education.  Face-

to-face education could also benefit greatly by using podcasts as both primary and supplemental 

material.  This would free the student and the instructor, allowing both to become fully enveloped 

and engaged in the learning environment.

Podcasting's Future in Education

Institutions of education, be it colleges, universities, or K-12, seek to provide their 

students with a community that shares its experiences through a vast sphere of learning.  The 

medium of podcasting seems a natural extension of this sphere of learning, affording the student 

the chance to remain connected and still contribute to all of their spheres, no matter where they 

might be.  The future of podcasting as en educational teaching tool is already evolving, faster then 

most would imagine.  In this future, podcasting should easily be able to serve the following 

educational and informational purposes of education:

● Provide school news and vital information updates

● Provide course overviews, syllabus information, and assignment check lists

● Offer weekly lesson and assignment recaps for a class/course,  giving students and parents 

the chance to effectively gage and review their class progress 

● Broadcasts a variety of events to get more parents, students, and the community involved



● Offer teacher and student assessment , commentary, and feedback throughout the 

curriculum term

● Expand and improve online and distance education to provide a deeper sense of 

community and classroom interaction

● Remove the normal tendency to frantically jot notes down during a lecture.  Have the 

lecture truly facilitate learning by engaging the class in discussions and content that really 

affects their lives.

● Supplement or replace parent teacher conferences with password protected podcasts, or 

send home  such information on a rewritable CD.

● Use podcasts as a supplement and extension of online activities such as WebQuests and 

Virtual Fieldtrips.

Podcasting is truly a medium that can be applied to the myriad of current and future needs that 

the diverse field of education encounters.  Its' easily accessible , portable, and flexible nature 

make podcasts the ideal companion for education on almost any level.  Podcasts offer a personal 

level of engagement that most other forms of electronic media are unable match.  Couple all of 

these factors with podcasting's cheap and cost-effective technology, and you have a winning 

combination that could serve the field of education for decades to come.
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